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VIRTUES OF TURNING OUT

I really enjoyed Mark’s article ‘Two's Company’

in the June edition of the Kingsley Klarion on

the benefits of turning out horses together in a

field, in spite of conventional thinking. I think if

you could turn horses out some of them would

win more races. If you can turn a horse out, in a

50-acre field for several months it will help

horses with a tendon or suspensory to make it

back to the races. We turn out as many horses as

we can for three hours in a nice grass field.

Here at our farm in the States we do that to

help them to relax; to provide fresh air for the

lungs; and to provide green grass to aide in

digestion and reduce stomach ulcers. And

moving around improves the colloidal structure.

Of course, some horses deal with a dull life at

an American racetrack very well, but Cetewayo

had been with four trainers and won little.  He

was a colt who joined us and then went out in a

field every day by himself. He then went on to

win $1million and two Grade Is.

By virtue of the fact that our Tapeta Farm has

better facilities than the racetrack I have received

several horses with tendon and suspensory

injuries.  People never give a tendon or

suspensory long enough to heal.  Most bones can

heal in three months but tendons and

suspensories typically take 12 months.  The

horses that are left to recover in a small field

seldom make it back.  Statistically a 20 to 50-

acre field with friends increases their chances

My wife Joan and I always read the Kingsley

Klarion from cover to cover every month and

really enjoy it.   Well done with all the winners -

keep up the good work.

Michael W Dickinson
Tapeta Farm, Maryland, USA

DYNAMIC LEADERSHIP IS NEEDED 

I was pleased to see from the July edition of the

Kingsley Klarion that my former colleague on

the Racing Post, Martin Trew, is still alive and

submitting intelligent copy for your letters'

page. It is hard to disagree with his views on the

Jockey Club. (Editor’s note: Martin expounds on
those views on the opposite page)

I regret to say that the BHA seems equally

vulnerable to the belief that it is rudderless and

coasting along on big salaries provided by the

deep pockets of owners. I would like to see

racing run by the likes of Mark Johnston, John

Gosden and Luca Cumani - but admit that the

likelihood of this happening is 1,000-1 and

drifting. Why can't racing be told what media

rights are worth to racecourses; what the Tote

earns from coupling with the likes of Hong

Kong; and why Weatherbys have a monopoly on

administering the finances of the sport?

With the proposed new gambling legislation

posing a serious threat to racing's income, it is

high time for dynamic leadership. The rise and

rise of syndicates, while democratic and welcome

because of the expansion of ownership, actually

conceals the real cost of the sport. If owners

studied in depth the accounts of some poorly run

syndicates they would be shocked at how poor

the returns really are. I write as someone lucky

enough to have been in a good, well-run

Barbury Lions syndicate which had a two-year

lease on champion stayer Trueshan.

I congratulate the Johnstons on their success

with their syndicates which all seem to be well

run and good value. This is not always the case. 

Colin Mackenzie 
Former Daily Mail Racing Correspondent
London W13

A GREAT DAY AT THE YARD

I would like to thank Mark and all at Johnston

Racing for allowing us to visit the yard recently.

We had a great day. 

I particularly enjoyed meeting Raye

Wilkinson and Ernie Weymes who organised our

visit. Former trainer Ernie chatted to me about

his racing adventures in Scotland and is old

enough to remember racing at Lanark and even

Bogside, which is close to us in Stewarton. 

My dad told me about watching the Scottish

National when it was held at Bogside.  Ernie

told me he trained the winner of the last Lanark

Silver Bell, run in the late 1970s. He was also

able to give my daughter Marnie, who is 14,

some helpful advice about pursuing a career in

the horseracing industry. 

We also met your yard stalwart Paddy

Trainor - what a great character. I was delighted

to see in your magazine that he had won the

Godolphin Awards Employee of the Year. He

was turning out Urban Sprawl, whom I see went

on to triumph at Catterick in early July. 

Everyone we met at your yard was very polite

and friendly - clearly Johnston Racing is a good

employer! All the best, and thanks once again.

Charles Dudgeon
(by email)

SUCH SUPER STAFF!

We just wanted to say what a marvellous bunch

of stable staff you have there at Johnston Racing.

We were recently riding our motorcycle through

Middleham and we stopped to let them pass as

they were coming back from the gallops.

We were so impressed with the riders, with

them all thanking us for stopping and giving us

a wave and a cheery smile. The horses looked

amazing too, and they were very well behaved. 

Also, we’ve just read the recent biography of

Mark Johnston. It was a great read and we

learned a lot from it. Our best wishes to you all.

Les and Sue Smith
(by email)

GET WELL SOON, JOE

Like everyone with a connection to the yard, I

was sad to hear about Joe Fanning’s injury. It is

always great to see Joe at the track, where it

seems he is always smiling. And, of course, he is

so consistent riding for the yard.

Let’s hope he has a speedy recovery and is back

up and riding again soon.

Alan Park
Partner in KP 20, KP 26 and KP 31

Editor’s note: See page 31 for an update on
Joe’s recovery.
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